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Abstract

We compare the effect of incorporating inquiry-based sessions versus traditional lecture sessions, and a blend of the two approaches, in an elementary algebra course in which the pedagogy consistent among treatments is computer-assisted instruction. Our research hypothesis is that inquiry-based sessions benefit students significantly in terms of mathematical content knowledge, problem-solving, and communications. All students receive the same computer-assisted instruction component. Students are randomly assigned for the semester to one of three treatments (two inquiry-based meetings, two lecture meeting, or one of each, weekly). Measures, including pre- and post-tests with both open-ended and objective items, are described. Statistically significant differences have previously been observed in similar quasi-experimental studies of multiple sections of finite mathematics (Fall, 2008) and elementary algebra (Fall, 2009) with two treatments. Undergraduates, including many pre-service elementary teachers, who do not place into a credit-bearing mathematics course take this developmental algebra course.
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One direction taken by course reform over the past few years has been the development of sophisticated computer-assisted instruction. This approach has been applied to large-enrollment service courses in mathematics, including algebra. Elementary algebra is typically taken by under-graduate students who do not place into a credit-bearing course. Traditionally, the goal of such a developmental algebra course has been to enhance students’ “algebra skills,” for example, dealing procedurally with rational numbers and expressions. Higher-order thinking may be largely absent. Alternately, one might focus on developing quantitative reasoning and communications skills, rather than, or in addition to, training to acquire a set of specific algebraic skills (Wiggins, 1989; Blais, 1988). Our position is that incorporating an inquiry-based component, either together with, or in place of, a didactic component, into a computer-assisted instructional environment may enhance student learning. Two previous studies in the literature bear this out (Mayer, 2009, 2010).

Fundamental Question. We compare three treatments in a quasi-experimental design: (GG) two weekly inquiry-based class meetings, (LL) two weekly lecture meetings, and (GL) one of each meeting weekly. The computer-assisted component is the same for all treatments. Our main hypothesis is that, of the three treatments, the one affording the most inquiry-based involvement to the students will differentially benefit the students in terms of mathematical content knowledge, reasoning and problem-solving ability, and communications. Secondarily, we expected no difference in student course grades among treatments. Typically, about 70% of students in this course earn an A, B, or C. Our hypothesis was supported in the areas of reasoning and problem-solving ability, communications, and course grades, but not supported in the area of mathematical content knowledge identified on the objective component of our pre/post-test.

Prior Research. Prior to the two most recent studies (Mayer, 2009, 2010), the methodology of simultaneously comparing different pedagogies within one semester, had few direct comparisons in the literature (Doorn, 2007). Some studies have compared different pedagogies over a longer time frame (Gautreau, 1997; Hoellwarth, 2005). The results of the quasi-experimental studies in (Mayer, 2009) of a finite mathematic course, and in (Mayer, 2010) of an elementary algebra course showed in both cases that students in the inquiry-based treatment did significantly better (p<0.05) comparing pre-test and post-test performance in the areas of problem identification, problem-solving, and explanation. Moreover, students, regardless of treatment, performed similarly (no statistically significant differences) when compared on the basis of course test scores. Outcomes of the two studies differed in gain in accuracy, pre- to post-test: in the finite mathematics study, there was no significant difference between treatments; in the elementary algebra study there was a significant difference between treatments in favor of the inquiry-based treatment. A limitation of both studies by Mayer was that accuracy was assessed on a small set
of open-ended problems. The previous studies also did not test a blend of inquiry-based and traditional class meetings in a single treatment (Marrongelle, 2008).

Research Methodology. Our methodology is quasi-experimental in that it seeks to remove from consideration as many confounding factors as possible, and to assign treatment on as random a basis as possible, constrained only by students being able to choose the time slot in which they take the course. All students involved in the courses received identical computer-assisted instruction provided in a mathematics learning laboratory. 86% of the grade in the course was determined by evaluation in the computer-assisted context (online homework and supervised online quizzes and tests). The remaining 14% of the grade was determined by one of three pedagogical treatments, described below. Students registered for one of three time periods in the Fall 2010 semester schedule, a 9:00 AM, 10:00 AM or noon time slot, for three days a week (MWF), for their 50 minute class meetings and 50 minute required lab meeting. Students in each time slot were randomly assigned to one of the three treatments for the semester. Three instructors agreed to participate in the experiment. Each instructor taught in three time slots. In one slot the instructor administered the twice-weekly inquiry-based treatment, in another time slot, the twice weekly lecture treatment, and in a third time slot, the blended treatment. The three instructors consisted of a full professor, a regular full-time instructor, and a graduate student with prior teaching experience. All instructors had previous experience in both didactic and inquiry-based teaching, and in computer-assisted instruction. A graduate teaching assistant worked with each instructor in the inquiry-based meetings, and in evaluating written student work product from such meetings. Each instructor also met with each class in the mathematics computer lab. The computer lab meeting for all treatments occurred on Wednesday, and the class meetings on Monday and Friday. In the GL treatment, the lecture meeting was on Friday.

The three pedagogies to be compared are:

- **GG**: two sessions weekly of inquiry-based group work (random, weekly changing, groups of four) without prior instruction, on problems intended to motivate the topics to be covered in computer-assisted instruction;
- **LL**: two sessions weekly of traditional summary lecture with teacher-presented examples on the topics to be covered in computer-assisted instruction, and
- **GL**: a blend of treatments GG and LL, with one weekly meeting traditional lecture, and one weekly meeting inquiry-based group work.

In the inquiry-based treatments, each student turned in each class meeting a written report on his/her investigation and solution of the problem(s) posed in that class period. This report is evaluated based upon the same rubric as the open-ended items on the pre/post-test (see Appendix 1 for a copy of the rubric). Students were aware of the rubric and received written feedback consistent with the rubric. In the lecture treatment, the instructor gave a traditional lecture on the upcoming material. All instructors operated from the same outline of topics for each lecture. The 14% (140 of 1000 points) of the final grade determined by the class meetings differed among the three treatments as follows:
GG: 5 points are earned for each of the two weekly reports on the group work;
LL: 5 points are earned for attendance at each class meeting;
GL: 5 points are earned for the one weekly report on the group work meeting, and 5 points are earned for attendance at the lecture meeting.

This research was carried out in Fall, 2010. Data gathered included (1) course grades and test scores, (2) pre-test and post-test of content knowledge based upon a test which incorporates three open-ended problems, evaluated on rubric dimensions of conceptual understanding, evidence of problem-solving, and adequacy of explanation (3) pre-test and post-test of content knowledge based upon a test consisting of 25 objective questions, and (4) student course evaluations using the online IDEA system (IDEA, 2010), and (5) RTOP observations of the instructors in each of the nine class sections (RTOP, 2010; Sawada, 2002).

A limitation of the studies by Mayer (2009, 2010) is that the pre/post-test consisted of only three or four open-ended problems which made a reliable evaluation of accuracy gains, if any, problematic. The pre/post-test in the study described herein consists of two parts:

Part 1: three open-ended problems, evaluated by a rubric as described above, and
Part 2: 25 objective questions which had been validated for testing algebraic content knowledge in previous studies.

A battery of the previously validated (for content) objective questions was piloted in Summer 2010 on students in the same course, and item analysis was used to select the items for the pre/post-test in this study. As a result of the more careful test design, we expected that differential gains in accuracy between treatments, if present, would be more detectable than in the two earlier studies cited.

Results. Students in all three treatments take the same five tests during the term. The tests are administered in the mathematics learning lab and are graded by computer. Tests are short answer rather than multiple choice. Each test is worth 130 points. Since the tests are the most significant determiner of student grades in the course, we used the sum of the first four of the five tests as our measure of the impact of the treatments on student grades. The maximum possible score is thus 520. The following graph shows the average test sum by treatment.
There was no significant difference (p<0.05) in the sum of the four test grades between any pair of treatments. Nor were there significant differences on any single test. The first four tests were used because some students who are satisfied with their accumulated course grade prior to test 5 elect not to put forth much effort on the fifth test. (A test sum of 400 points on the first four tests is well on the way to a “B” in the course, other grade factors being typical.)

Part 1 of the pre/post-test consisted of three open-ended problems graded by a four-part rubric. On each part of the rubric (see Appendix 1 for a copy of the rubric), a student could score up to two points, for a total of 8 points per question, and a total of 24 points on Part 1 of the test. The graph below shows the results by treatment on Part 1 of the pre/post-test.

(N=272; GG=85; GL=93; LL=94.)
One way ANOVA on the pre-test scores showed that there was no significant difference (p<0.05) between any pair of treatments. The GG and GL treatments differed significantly from the LL treatment. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that both the Time effect and the Time*Treatment interaction effect were statistically significant (p<0.05). Wilkes Lambda for the Time effect was $\lambda=0.690$ and for the Time*Treatment interaction effect was $\lambda=0.921$. One way ANOVA on the post-test scores confirmed this finding: there was no significant difference between the GG and GL treatments, but there were significant differences between the GG and LL and between the GL and LL treatments.

Part 2 of the pre/post-test consisted of 25 objective questions, some yes/no, some multiple choice, and some always/sometimes/never. The expected value of the test (answering at random) was 10.38. The following graph shows the results by treatment on Part 2 of the pre/post-test.

One way ANOVA on the pre-test scores showed that there was no significant difference (p<0.05) between any pair of treatments. The Time effect was statistically significant (p<0.05), and Wilkes lambda for the Time effect was $\lambda=0.759$. There was no significant Time*Treatment interaction effect. One way ANOVA on the post-test scores confirmed this finding: there was no significant difference between any pair of treatments.

We also computed the effect size (difference of means divided by the pre-test standard deviation) for each of the treatments. The effect sizes ranged from medium (>0.40) to large (>0.80). However, in the absence of any statistically significant treatment effect, it is difficult to know how to interpret the results concerning effect size.
The IDEA student evaluations produce both numerical data that can be compared to the IDEA database of courses nationwide and within the discipline (mathematics), as well as written comments from students. Most students who complete the survey do not write comments. The course instructors and two additional readers were given student comments identified only by a code letter blindly corresponding to treatment and asked to identify “themes” in the comments. Following are the themes identified by the two additional readers (which are consistent with those identified by the instructors).

Reader 1: (General comment: I didn’t count those who just said “good teacher” among the like. I was more looking for comments on the format.)

GG: Never taught/no help very frequent (13); other negative (unspecific) (7); only two positive.
GL: Like/learned a lot very frequent (14); some think online not helpful (3).
LL: Helped/understood better (6); lab good/class bad (4); tests should be closer to when material is learned (2).

Reader 2: (General comment: These are my observations concerning the major themes in the three sets of student comments.)

GG: The lack of lectures was harmful (the teacher did not teach).
GL: The instructor was the key to learning and made a great difference in the value received.
LL: The math learning lab is very helpful and was a key element in learning.

Student comments on the GG treatment appeared to be overwhelmingly negative in the view of all the readers, including the three course instructors. The comments on the GL treatment were more “middle of the road” and the comments on the LL treatment were mixed, but generally positive.

The table below represents the IDEA survey overall ratings of student evaluation of instruction. The Raw Average in each category is on a 5-point Likert scale, where 5 represents “strongly agree” and 1 “strongly disagree.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Mean Pre</th>
<th>Mean Post</th>
<th>Standard Deviation Pre</th>
<th>Standard Deviation Post</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The form in which we receive the IDEA ratings does not permit aggregating student responses by treatment. The Converted Score (an adjusted average of the two raw scores) allows one to compare student evaluations of instruction to the IDEA database of all courses: scores in the 45-55 range place the course/instructor evaluation in the middle 40% of all student ratings. Scores 37 or lower are in the lowest 10% of all student ratings.

Conclusions. We summarize our conclusions based upon the above results as follows.

- The inclusion of group work class meetings in lieu of lecture does not appear to affect adversely student success as measured by grades.

- Inquiry-based group work does have a positive effect on problem-solving and communications abilities as measured by the rubric score (Part 1) of the pre/post-test.

- Inquiry-based group work does not appear to affect accuracy as measured by the objective part (Part 2) of the pre/post-test.

- Two group work sessions do not appear to be significantly better than one per week, as indicated by the statistical indistinguishability of the GG and GL treatments.

- Student satisfaction is moderate with both the LL and GL treatments, but students are unsatisfied with the GG treatment.
Implications. This research will inform our teaching of elementary algebra. We do not know if the results of this study are generalizable to other mathematics courses with differing content. However, we expect to extend this study in subsequent years to credit courses such as intermediate algebra, college algebra, and pre-calculus algebra and trigonometry (Oerhtman, 2008). The aforementioned courses all are computer-assisted. This further study will allow us to examine the cumulative effect on students of multiple classes incorporating inquiry-based sessions in a computer-assisted context.

All treatments had statistically indistinguishable test scores and course final grades. Any valued-added from including inquiry-based sessions is not being captured in course grades. This is not surprising given that 86% of the course grade is determined by the computer-assisted component. The rubric-scored Part 1 of the pre/post-test appears to capture at least part of the value-added: students are better able to express their thinking about mathematics problems. However, it is depressing that the objective Part 2 of the pre/post-test does not show any difference among treatments. It is possible that cumulative exposure to learning constructively will have a detectable objective effect. We are also continuing to study the pre/post-test itself, the beginnings of which are presented in Appendix 2.

Many of our students in elementary algebra did not appear to find value in the inquiry-based components. But they did, as witnessed by the reactions to the GL treatment, tolerate inquiry-based sessions when blended with traditional instruction. As instructors, we value the deeper thinking that can arise in learning constructively. We provide an illustrative story of this in Appendix 3. While we do not discount student satisfaction, as teachers, we ask ourselves if pedagogical decisions ought to be based on whether or not students perceive (in the short term) any value in the inquiry-based components of the learning process? If blended treatments are more accepted by students then this perhaps should be our direction in the short term.
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Appendix 1

**MA 098/110 Scoring Guide**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual Understanding:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpreting the concepts of the task and translating them into mathematics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Of Problem Solving:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choosing strategies that can work, and then carrying out the strategies chosen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using pictures, symbols, and/or vocabulary to convey the path to the identified solution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providing a complete and accurate solution appropriate for the given problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual Understanding</td>
<td>The translation of the task into adequate mathematical concepts using relevant information is completed.</td>
<td>The translation of the major concepts of the task is partially completed and/or partially displayed.</td>
<td>Does not achieve minimal requirements for 1 point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence Of Problem Solving</td>
<td>Pictures, models, diagrams, symbols, and/or words used to solve the task are complete.</td>
<td>Pictures, models, diagrams, symbols, and/or words used to solve the task may be only partially useful and/or partially recorded.</td>
<td>Does not achieve minimal requirements for 1 point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>Explanation is clear and complete.</td>
<td>The explanation is partially complete and/or partially developed with gaps that have to be inferred.</td>
<td>Does not achieve minimal requirements for 1 point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Solution is correct and complete with no errors.</td>
<td>Solution is appropriate and demonstrates understanding, but is either not quite complete or contains minor errors.</td>
<td>Does not achieve minimal requirements for 1 point.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loosely adapted from the Oregon Department of Education’s 1995-2003 statewide assessments (originally a 5-point rubric).
Appendix 2. Preliminary Analysis of Part 2 of Pre/Post-Test.

Because our expectation of improved performance on the objective part (Part 2) of the pre/post-test by those receiving more inquiry-based instruction was not realized, we have begun a more detailed analysis of Part 2. Here we present some preliminary results.

To begin, Instructors/TAs were asked to rate on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) the extent to which students received instruction that would help them in responding to each pre/post-test question, with each treatment being considered separately. Based upon the responses, we tentatively identified 13 questions on Part 2 as possibly favorable to students in the GG or GL treatments and 12 as indifferent or possibly favoring the LL treatment. We then performed item difficulty analysis and a simple item discrimination analysis (Pyrczak, 1973) on each so-identified group of questions separately, with respect to each treatment. The following graphs illustrate the results.

No clear pattern emerges and further study is required.
Appendix 3: An Example of a Group Learning Situation

The group learning experience is vastly different than the traditional class lecture experience. The following example of a group learning situation in one of the group work sessions illustrates this difference.

Students (working in groups of four) were given a set of algebra tiles at the beginning of a group work session. There are three different-sized pieces in the algebra tile sets. There are large square pieces, small square pieces, and (non-square) rectangular pieces. The rectangular piece has width equal to the smaller square’s width and length equal to the larger square’s width.

Students were given a warm-up problem using a set of these tiles. Students were asked to view the three tile pieces as a 10 x 10 square, a 1 x 10 square, and a 1x 1 square. Then students were asked to show a rectangular area model of 264 using the tiles.

After the warm-up problem, students were asked to construct the following figures: an x-by-x square, a 1-by-x square, and a 1-by-1 square and label the area of each of these figures. Next, students were directed to represent a trinomial such as $2x^2 + 3x + 1$ as a rectangular area model using the tiles. An overwhelming majority of students use the larger square from the algebra tiles as the x-by-x square and the smaller square as the 1-by-1 square.

Then they create a rectangular area model similar to the one below.

In contrast to the rest of the students, one student in the class used the smaller square as the x-by-x square and the larger square as the 1-by-1 square. This student’s rectangular area model is shown below.

The student and his group struggled with the idea of why there were two different models representing the same algebraic expression. After about twenty-five minutes and some questions...
from the instructor, the student who chose the “unusual” depiction of $2x^2 + 3x + 1$ realized that he could put certain restrictions on the value of the variable $(x > 1 \text{ or } x < 1)$ to explain the two different representations. This student and his group initially expressed concern that his model was different and assumed that only one model could be correct.

This type of experience is unlikely to occur in a lecture setting. Students do not have the opportunity to explore different scenarios and models for a problem in a lecture. The example above shows how students can arrive at a deeper understanding of a concept through encountering unexpected outcomes and working through the reasoning behind these unexpected outcomes.